Fluctuating cognition in dementia with Lewy bodies and Alzheimer’s disease is qualitatively distinct
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Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) is a neurodegenerative condition characterised by fluctuating cognition with pronounced variations in attention and alertness, persistent well formed visual hallucinations, and spontaneous motor features of parkinsonism. It was recently concluded that, “fluctuating cognition (FC) appears to be a more frequent and specific diagnostic feature than either visual hallucinations or parkinsonism” (p 1056). This emphasises the core diagnostic significance of FC and raises the following questions: first, how readily can FC be detected in the clinical setting? and second, are the fluctuations that occur in DLB distinguishable from fluctuations in other dementias?

When the first set of operational criteria for the diagnosis of senile dementia of the Lewy body type (SDLT) was proposed in 1992, “fluctuating cognitive impairment” was considered mandatory for diagnosis and of central importance in differentiating SDLT from Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The interpretation and application of the FC criterion was, however, problematic. In an evaluation of the predictive validity and interrater reliability of the clinical diagnostic criteria for SDLT, McKeith and colleagues found that reliably differentiating episodes of mild fluctuation from those occurring in other dementias has become a contentious issue. It has been argued that “well defined operationalised criteria for distinguishing an abnormal fluctuation—different from the day-to-day variations of the ‘typical AD’ patient—are still lacking” (p 1407). Underdetection of DLB has been attributed to the poor definition of the criterion of cognitive fluctuation. Lopez and colleagues found that reliably differentiating episodes of mild fluctuation in consciousness from diurnal hypersomnia, frequently observed in other dementia subgroups, was difficult for raters to reach agreement upon. It is generally agreed that further work is necessary to improve the identification and characterisation of differences between the pattern of fluctuation and disturbed consciousness in DLB and AD.

It has been suggested that the frequency and severity of occurrence are the main aspects of FC that differentiate DLB from AD and other dementias. McKeith identified “the marked amplitude between best and worst performance” as a
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distinguishing feature of the fluctuations in cognition and consciousness in DLB, contrasting this with “minor day-to-day variations” that can occur in dementia of any cause\(^1\) (p 144). Identification of these quantitative differences in frequency and severity has not significantly improved the clinician’s ability to detect FC in the clinical setting. Lopez and colleagues\(^1\) recently evaluated the merits of the clinician’s ability to detect FC in the clinical setting. They argued that clarification and standardisation of the assessment of some of the most difficult signs and symptoms, such as FC, is important, especially if they differ qualitatively between dementing disorders. This raises an important question: do the fluctuations that occur in DLB have particular qualitative characteristics specific to DLB that can be distinguished from fluctuations occurring in other dementing conditions?

The broad aim of this study was a descriptive one, namely, to document and illustrate qualitative features of FC as described by care givers of patients with probable DLB and those with probable AD. On the basis of our clinical experience, we expected that FC would differ qualitatively between DLB and AD groups. To date, differences of this type have not been systematically described. A secondary aim was to examine the clinical utility of two recently developed FC rating scales. It was predicted that the Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation would prove to be a more useful assessment method compared to the One Day Fluctuation Scale, because it provides greater scope for eliciting a descriptive and qualitative account.

METHODS

Patients

The sample comprised two groups of subjects, patients with clinical features of early probable DLB \((n = 13)\) and a group with clinical features of early probable AD \((n = 12)\). Clinical diagnoses were made using the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria for AD\(^4\) and the consensus criteria for DLB.\(^1\) Patient selection was restricted to subjects in a mild-to-moderate stage of illness, since there are fewer clinically distinguishable features between dementia subgroups in the more advanced stages of disease.

To improve diagnostic discrimination of primary DLB patients from those with dementia associated with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease, all patients diagnosed with DLB had not had parkinsonian signs for longer than two years prior to the onset of mental dementia. A 12 month cutoff period is more commonly applied on the basis of the consensus criteria but this time frame was only ever intended as a guide to clinical practice and was selected “arbitrarily”.\(^1,1\) The cut-off period was therefore extended by a further 12 months, as it was considered unnecessarily restrictive to exclude patients who only marginally exceeded the 12 month cutoff (McKeith, personal communication, April 1999). This provided some protection against the high false negative rate that characterises screening for DLB cases.\(^1\)

Patients were recruited over a two year period (February 2001–February 2003) principally from neurology, psychiatry, and movement disorder outpatient clinics and aged care inpatient units of a large metropolitan tertiary hospital in Melbourne. Regional memory clinics and consultant neurologists and psychiatrists in private practice were other key referral sources. This ensured a broad referral base and aimed to minimise the influence of ascertainment bias on the nature of presenting clinical symptoms. All patients were examined and the diagnosis confirmed in a neuropsychiatry clinic at the hospital. DLB patient selection was strictly consecutive and included all patients referred into the study who met the consensus criteria and agreed to participate.

There was no explicit pairwise matching of patients who met clinical diagnostic criteria for AD, but the AD cases were matched as a group on a range of demographic and dementia severity variables to ensure comparability. Groups were matched on age, education, and severity of illness, as determined by the Clinical Dementia Rating scale (CDR\(^2\)) and Mini Mental Status Examination (MMSE\(^3\)) (table 1).

Informed consent was obtained according to hospital ethics committee guidelines. Routine clinical investigations were conducted to exclude reversible causes of dementia. Patients were also excluded if formal neurological or psychiatric examination revealed evidence of any other brain disorder, physical or mental illness sufficient to contribute significantly to the clinical picture, or if they showed signs of significant cerebrovascular disease evident as focal neurological signs or on brain imaging.

Procedure

Earliest symptoms, their onset and course, and the presenting cognitive complaint were carefully documented using a semistructured interview with both the subject and a reliable care giver. Well recognised clinical rating scales, namely the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS\(^2\))—motor examination, Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS\(^3\)), and Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS\(^4\)) were used to document the presence or absence of key psychiatric and neurological features. The level of general cognitive ability was assessed using the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI\(^5\)). Premorbid level of function was estimated by the National Adult Reading Test (NART\(^6\)). Clinical ratings are summarised in table 2.

Two recently published semistructured and standardised clinical assessment methods\(^7\) were used to assist in the identification and quantification of FC, the Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation and the One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale. For each subject, a clinical neuropsychologist (JB) interviewed a reliable care giver and administered the two scales to evaluate the presence and nature of FC.

Quantitative scoring of the Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation was based upon the clinician’s interpretation of care giver responses to the two key items that make up the scale. The scale has been designed for use by experienced clinicians and focuses on fluctuating confusion and impaired consciousness during the month prior to the assessment. In keeping with the authors’ recommendation, detailed discussions working through previously assessed cases took place among investigators to achieve consistency in scoring\(^8\) (p 254). If present, the frequency and severity of each of the features of FC was assessed to produce a severity score between 0 and 12, with 12 representing severe fluctuating confusion. The One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale is a structured protocol consisting of seven items and focuses upon FC over the day prior to the assessment. Each item

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Demographic characteristics of the DLB and AD groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Probable DL (n = 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (M:F)</td>
<td>9:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at assessment (years)*</td>
<td>76.1 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR</td>
<td>1.3 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>11.1 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NART</td>
<td>112.5 (14.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>23.1 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are given as mean (SD). \(^*p < 0.05\)

CDR: Clinical Dementia Rating Scale; NART, National Adult Reading Test; MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination.
was scored as present or absent and graded in terms of severity to provide a summed severity score ranging from 0 to 21.

In addition to the standard assessment of the presence, frequency and severity of FC on each of the scales, care giver descriptions of FC were also recorded verbatim to document qualitative characteristics of FC in each patient group. These descriptions were derived from responses to both items of the Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation, and question two of the One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale, the only question on this scale that makes provision for an open ended response.

Two independent raters, clinical neuropsychologists with experience in aged care settings, were provided with the care giver responses generated by each of the three questions that elicited qualitative descriptions of FC (p 255).

- “Does the patient ever have spontaneous impaired alertness and concentration.—that is appear drowsy but awake, look dazed, not be aware of what is going on around?”
- “Has the level of confusion experienced by the patient tended to vary a lot recently from day to day or week to week?”
- “Has the patient had a period (or periods) today when he or she seemed to be confused and muddled and then a best period of function.”

The raters assigned each response to either the DLB or AD category, on the basis of their knowledge of the two conditions.

Statistical analysis
A $x^2$ analysis was used to analyse the distribution of sex across the DLB and AD groups. Group means on the demographic and clinical variables were compared with $t$ tests for independent samples. Mann Whitney U tests for two independent groups were performed on the same data as a non-parametric check. Effect sizes were also computed. Verbatim care giver responses were subjected to content analysis and interpretation. The percentage of responses correctly classified by the two independent raters was recorded and $k$ co-efficients were calculated to determine interrater reliability.

RESULTS
Subject data
There were proportionately more men in the DLB than in the AD group (69% v 33%), although the difference did not reach statistical significance. The effect of sex on the quantitative scores of the Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation and One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale was also examined. To optimise the power of the sex comparison, the AD and DLB groups were combined with sex as the independent variable. This comparison was also not significant. The DLB group did not differ significantly from the AD group in dementia severity, years of education, or premorbid level of function (table 1). The mean age of the AD group was, however, significantly older than that of the DLB group by four years, $t(23) = 2.43, p<0.05$.

The DLB group had greater extrapyramidal motor impairment, albeit at the mild end of the severity range as measured by the UPDRS, $t(23) = 4.99, p<0.01$ (table 2). Patients with DLB also received higher ratings on the BPRS, indicating a greater degree of psychopathology, $t(23) = 3.11, p<0.01$. The DLB patients obtained significantly higher scores than AD patients on the HADS depression scale, $t(23) = 2.97, p<0.01$, but these fell in the mild (8–10) or non-clinical (0–7) ranges. In contrast, there were no group differences on the HADS anxiety scale. Performance IQ (PIQ) in the DLB group fell significantly below that of the AD group, $t(22) = 5.47, p<0.01$, and contributed to a significant group difference in Full Scale IQ (FSIQ), $t(22) = 3.22, p<0.01$.

Dementia was the most common presenting feature in the DLB group. For patients in whom parkinsonism preceded the onset of dementia (38%), an average of 14 months had elapsed prior to detectable features of cognitive decline (mean, 14.4 months; standard deviation, 3.29 months). Dementia was the presenting feature in 100% of the AD cases.

Quantitative assessment of FC in DLB and AD
Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation Scale
Using this scale, clinically significant FC (score $\geq 5$) was identified in 77% of patients with DLB and in none of the patients with AD; the group difference in terms of standard quantitative scores was significant, $t(23) = 5.04, p<0.01$ (table 3).

One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale
The quantitative score on the One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale also revealed a significant difference between the DLB and AD groups (table 3), $t(23) = 2.09, p<0.05$. This finding, however, was largely attributable to high scores in only two patients in the DLB group, and a Mann Whitney U test performed on the same data was not significant. The One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale identified clinically significant FC (score $\geq 6$) in only 46% of patients with DLB, and in 33% of those with AD. Careful inspection of the clinical picture in one DLB patient with an elevated score on the One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale raised the possibility that fluctuations were physical.

| Table 2 | Neurological, psychiatric, and intellectual function in the DLB and AD groups |
| --- | --- | --- |
| **Probable DL** | **Probable AD** | **Effect Size** |
| UPDRS-Motor scale* | 15.0 (7.6) | 3.8 (2.6) | 1.40 |
| HADS-Anxiety | 5.7 (2.0) | 4.0 (2.9) | 0.66 |
| HADS-Depression* | 5.5 (3.6) | 2.3 (1.4) | 1.03 |
| BPRS | 13.8 (5.8) | 7.4 (4.4) | 1.07 |
| FSIQ | 79.3 (9.3) | 93.8 (12.6) | 1.11 |
| VIQ | 88.1 (15.7) | 93.7 (11.9) | 0.40 |
| PIQ | 75.3 (5.7) | 95.1 (11.2) | 1.49 |

Data are given as mean (SD). *p<0.01

UPDRS, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (range 0–56); HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (range 0–21); BPRS, Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (range 0–114); FSIQ, Full Scale IQ; VIQ, Verbal IQ; PIQ, Performance IQ.

| Table 3 | Mean score (and standard deviation) on the Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation & One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale |
| --- | --- | --- | --- |
| **Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation** | **One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale*** |
| **Probable DL** | **Probable AD** | **Effect Size** |
| 5.9 (3.7) | 0.3 (1.2) | 1.40 |
| 6.2 (2.8) | 4.0 (2.5) | 0.78 |

* $t$ statistic, $p<0.01$
** $U$ statistic, not significant
manifestations of parkinsonism related to timing of levodopa administration.

**Qualitative characterisation of FC in DLB and AD**

**Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation Scale**

Qualitative care giver descriptions of FC differed between the two dementia groups. In response to items on the Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation, DLB care givers frequently provided descriptions that suggested a lapse in the stream of awareness or attention (“he moves the cattle then forgets which paddock he moved them to and gets confused”; “he gets confused when he is under pressure, like when he lost his bank book and got really muddled”). FC in the DLB group appeared to be unrelated to demands on memory function, and occurred spontaneously in the absence of a situational explanation.

Care giver descriptions of fluctuation in the DLB group suggested that patients lost the ability to engage in meaningful cognitive or physical activity (“he kind of drifts off and doesn’t concentrate or respond”; “he seems vague, he looks around and doesn’t know what he is doing”). In the AD group it was more often the case that actions or thoughts were deflected onto another task or question as a result of memory failure (“she forgets what she was going to do, then starts something else”). When episodes of “confusion” occurred in AD, care givers provided typical examples of forgetting (“he will ask the same question 10 times in an hour”). By contrast, the episodic confusion in DLB often took on a confabulatory or fleeting delusional quality (“one day she is telling me she has been to New York, the next day she is lucid”; “some days she thinks there are extra people staying for dinner”).

Relatively short lived alterations in cognitive and functional abilities were also used to describe FC by the DLB care givers (“he’s spasmodic”; “most days he’s in and out”; “she has temporary lapses”), whilst the descriptions from the AD care givers suggested a more persisting, enduring quality to the ‘fluctuations’, often in the form of “good days” and “bad days”. Daytime somnolence was reported by care givers of both groups, but was perhaps more frequent in the DLB group.

**One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale**

This scale provided less opportunity for eliciting qualitative information. Most of the items required only a simple “yes” or “no” response and did not seek examples or other descriptive information. As mentioned earlier, question two does provide for an open ended response. (“Has the patient had a period (or periods) today when he or she seemed to be confused and muddled and then a period (or periods) when he or she seemed to be improved and functioning better? Give examples of the worst and best period of function.”)

Just over three quarters (77%) of DLB and 67% of AD care givers responded “yes” to this item. Examples given echoed the qualitative differences described above. (table 4). The qualitative examples provided by AD care givers again highlighted specific episodes of memory failure in contrast to the more transient periods of confusion described in the DLB group.

**Qualitative features of FC in DLB and AD — identification by independent raters**

**Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation Scale**

This scale generated qualitative descriptions of FC in response to each of the two items on this scale. Differences in the quality of care giver responses to item one (“Does the patient ever have spontaneous impaired alertness and concentration,—that is appear drowsy but awake, look dazed, not be aware of what is going on around?”) were not readily detected by the raters. This item taps FC on the basis of periods of impaired alertness and concentration. Each rater accurately assigned only 55% and 64% of responses, respectively, to the DLB category. Care givers from both patient groups commonly described daytime somnolence, increased drowsiness, and dazed or glazed appearances, in response to this question, indicating that this qualitative feature of FC is not specific to DLB. Interestingly, the raters considered this to be a feature more common in AD, with an average of 79% of responses correctly assigned to the AD category (rater 1, 86%; rater 2, 71%). A k co-efficient of 0.78 indicated an acceptable level of agreement between the raters for item one.

By contrast, an average of 90% of DLB care giver responses generated by item two (“Has the level of confusion experienced by the patient tended to vary a lot recently from day to day or week to week?”) were correctly assigned to the DLB category (rater 1, 80%; rater 2, 100%), while 100% of AD care giver responses were correctly assigned to the AD category by the raters. This indicated that there were detectable group differences in the quality of care giver responses to this item. Inter-rater reliability was also acceptable with a k co-efficient of 0.79.

**One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale**

On the basis of responses generated by item two, the only open ended item on this scale, (“Has the patient had a period (or periods) today when he or she seemed to be confused and muddled and then a period (or periods) when he or she seemed to be improved and functioning better? Give examples of the worst and best period of function.”) the raters correctly assigned 78% and 100% of DLB care giver responses to the DLB category, respectively, while an average of 94% of AD care giver responses were correctly assigned to the AD category (rater 1, 100%; rater 2, 88%). This further supported the existence of discernable differences in the quality of fluctuations between the two patient groups. Interrater agreement yielded a k co-efficient of 0.66 for this item.

**DISCUSSION**

Our findings show that FC in AD and DLB is qualitatively distinct. Even on the basis of this relatively small sample, clear qualitative differences in the nature of FC emerged. Qualitative analysis of care giver responses to two recently developed clinical rating scales, the Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation and the One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale, revealed that while most care givers responded positively to the presence of fluctuations, verbatim descriptions of FC in DLB had particular qualitative characteristics that differed from those obtained in an AD group.

Qualitative differences could not be accounted for by differences on key demographic and severity variables. The two groups were well matched in terms of dementia severity, education, and premorbid level of intelligence. Patient selection methods also produced a representative sample. The AD patients were older than those in the DLB group and the DLB patients were more likely to be male. These group differences in age and sex distribution are consistent with the known demographic characteristics of the two diseases.
Table 4  Care giver descriptions of FC in response to question two of the One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale (“Has the patient had a period (or periods) today when he or she seemed to be confused and muddled and then a period (or periods) when he or she seemed to be improved and functioning better? Give examples of the worst and best period of function.”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probable DLB</th>
<th>Probable AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worst:</strong> He was hallucinating, his character changed and he got loud, almost aggressive.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best:</strong> He was only slightly muddled.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worst:</strong> She required full direction with ADLs, was lethargic, dribbling and confused to time, place and routine.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best:</strong> She was alert, aware of her routine and familiar with the other residents.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worst:</strong> He couldn’t work out how to charge his electric razor or plug it in:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best:</strong> He attended to clerical work and paid the bills.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worst:</strong> She was nonsensical, confused, and mumbled incoherently.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best:</strong> She was almost as she was.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worst:</strong> She got up at 2:30 am and got dressed for an appointment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best:</strong> Periods where she seems to think quite clearly, made sense and remembered things.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worst:</strong> He woke in the morning and thought there was a drama somewhere and he had to be there, I couldn’t convince him otherwise.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best:</strong> He woke up calm, and was more easily convinced not to worry.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worst:</strong> He kept looking for “the exit”, couldn’t find the bedroom or the bathroom and had trouble recognising me (wife).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best:</strong> He was alert, opened the door, and greeted me after work. He knew me and seemed pleased to see me.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worst:</strong> She was seeing people, preparing extra meals, and asking how many people to cook for.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best:</strong> Normal conversation, made sense, nothing unusual.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Worst:</strong> Illogical discussion, all jumbled, and didn’t make sense.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best:</strong> Made himself clearly understood.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sex had no effect on the findings. Both groups were characterised as senile onset dementia syndromes.

Consistent with the diagnostic inclusion criteria, the DLB group obtained higher impairment ratings on measures of extrapyramidal motor impairment and psychopathology. These impairment ratings, as well as measures of dementia severity, fell within the mild-to-moderate range suggesting that we had selected a typical early stage group. Poorer performance based intellectual abilities were recorded in the DLB group. This result was anticipated and consistent with the greater impairments in psychomotor speed and visuoconstructional function typically found in patients with DLB.

Verbatim qualitative descriptions of FC in DLB suggested an interruption in the flow of awareness or attention. This was frequently associated with transient episodes of confusion and an inability to engage in meaningful cognitive activity, followed by reversion to a near normal level of function. These episodes occurred spontaneously, in the absence of a situational explanation, suggesting that they were internally driven. By contrast, fluctuations in AD reflected a diminished capacity to cope with the cognitive demands of the immediate environment. In other words, an AD care giver report of “fluctuation” is elicited by situations in which an underlying cognitive impairment manifests itself, typically as repetitiveness in conversation, forgetfulness in relation to a recent task or event, or other behavioural consequences of poor memory. In some cases afternoon sleepiness elicits a report of fluctuation. FC in DLB was often transient, while descriptions of FC by AD care givers suggested a more enduring state shift (good days/bad days, somnolent/alert).

Qualitative differences were reliably detected by independent raters, lending weight to the clinical utility of this type of information. Accuracy of classification on the basis of qualitative care giver accounts varied, however, between 55% and 100%. Scale items that emphasised marked variation in daily or weekly levels of confusion, and differences between best and worst performance, were most effective in discriminating between the groups. By contrast, items that focused on impaired alertness yielded similar descriptions from DLB and AD care givers, and accuracy of classification dropped as low as 55%.

Consistent with previous research, standard severity ratings from both scales showed that FC occurs more frequently and is more prominent in DLB than in AD. The Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation proved to be a more discriminating tool than the One Day Fluctuation Scale because, as the present findings suggest, it elicits more information of a descriptive and qualitative nature.

Quantitative scoring of the Clinician Assessment of Fluctuation is entirely dependent upon the administering clinician’s interpretation of qualitative examples provided by care givers. The general wording of the items on this scale casts a rather broad net, capturing a wide variety of episodic or cyclical manifestations. To obtain a quantitative rating on this scale, clinicians must decide whether the care giver responses constitute “clear cut” examples of FC (p 252). Implicit in this statement is an assumption that fluctuations in DLB can be differentiated from those occurring in other dementias. AD care givers, however, frequently provided examples of “fluctuating confusion” that were confounded with instances of memory failure. Differing interpretations of what constitutes “clear cut” FC represent a significant source of error which restricts the scale’s ability to differentiate DLB and AD at a quantitative level. Explicit identification and documentation of qualitative features of FC is likely to
improve the consistency with which the quantitative data are generated. This point is well illustrated when the quantitative scores of the AD and DLB groups on the One Day Fluctuation Assessment Scale are considered. We found that the quantitative scoring system of this scale did not yield a clear difference between the two clinical groups. Nevertheless, the only item that makes provision for an open ended response generated qualitative care giver descriptions of FC which did differentiate the groups. The quantitative scoring system does not take this type of information into account. Despite qualitatively distinct descriptions of FC, therefore, the quantitative scoring method has the effect of shielding important differences between the AD and DLB groups.

In conclusion, FC is a clinical feature of core significance in the diagnosis of DLB and accurate identification is crucial for differentiating DLB from AD. In current usage, it remains a broadly defined phenomenon that is not readily detected in the clinical setting. The current work shows that FC in DLB differs qualitatively from periodic changes seen in AD. On a practical level, explicit documentation and a larger, autopsy confirmed clinical groups might be a useful next step towards a better understanding of fluctuating behaviour and cognition in the major dementing conditions.
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